Many real phenomena may be modelled as random closed sets in R d , of different Hausdorff dimensions. In many real applications, such as fiber processes and n-facets of random tessellations of dimension n ≤ d in spaces of dimension d ≥ 1, several problems are related to the estimation of such mean densities. In order to confront such problems in the general setting of spatially inhomogeneous processes, we suggest and analyze an approximation of mean densities for sufficiently regular random closed sets. We show how some known results in literature follow as particular cases. A series of examples throughout the paper are provided to illustrate various relevant situations.
Introduction
Many real phenomena may be modelled as random closed sets in R d , of different Hausdorff dimensions (see, e.g., [3, 4, 13, 17, 19, 23, 24] ).
We recall that a random closed set Θ in R d is a measurable map Θ : (Ω, F , P) −→ (F, σ F ),
where F denotes the class of closed subsets in R d and σ F is the σ-algebra generated by the so-called hit-or-miss topology (see [16] ).
Let Θ n be almost surely (a.s.) a set of locally finite Hausdorff n-dimensional measure and denote by H n the n-dimensional Hausdorff measure on R d . The set Θ n induces a random measure µ Θn defined by (for a discussion of the delicate issue of measurability of the random variables H n (Θ n ∩A), we refer to [2, 26] ).
Under suitable regularity assumptions on a random closed set Θ n ⊂ R d with locally finite n-dimensional measure a.s., in [7] the concept of mean density of Θ n , that is, the density of the expected measure
with respect to the standard Lebesgue measure ν d on R d , has been revisited in terms of expected values of a suitable class of linear functionals (Delta functionsà la Dirac).
It is clear that if n < d and µ Θn(ω) is a Radon measure for almost every ω ∈ Ω, then it is singular with respect to the d-dimensional Lebesgue measure ν d . On the other hand, in dependence of the probability law of Θ n , the expected measure may be either singular or absolutely continuous with respect to ν d ; in the latter case, we say that a random closed set is absolutely continuous in mean, and its mean density is the classical Radon-Nikodym derivative of E[µ Θn ] with respect to ν d . In many real applications, such as fiber processes and n-facets of random tessellations of dimension n ≤ d in spaces of dimension d ≥ 1, several problems are related to the estimation of their mean densities (see, e.g., [3, 5, 12, 18, 19, 24] ). The scope of this paper is to provide concrete approximations that may lead to (possibly local) estimators of mean densities of lower-dimensional inhomogeneous random closed sets; the globally stationary case has been the subject of various papers and books in the literature (see, e.g., [3] ), while the problem of local density estimation for n = 0 (absolutely continuous random variables) has been largely solved for quite some time -this now being part of the standard literature -by means of either histograms, or kernel estimators (see, e.g., [10, 22] ). In order to confront such problems in the general setting of spatially inhomogeneous processes, we suggest and analyze here an approximation of mean densities for sufficiently regular random closed sets Θ n in R d . We shall show how some known results in the literature follow as particular cases.
A series of examples throughout the paper are provided to illustrate various relevant situations.
Preliminaries and notation
In this section, we collect some basic facts and terminology that will be useful in the sequel.
We shall define a Radon measure in R d to be any non-negative and σ-additive set function µ defined on the Borel σ-algebra B R d which is finite on bounded sets.
We know that every Radon measure µ on R d can be represented in the form
where µ ≪ and µ ⊥ are the absolutely continuous part of µ with respect to ν d and the singular part of µ, respectively. Denoting by B r (x) the closed ball with center x and radius r, as a consequence of the Besicovitch derivation theorem (see [1] , page 54), we have that the limit
and it is a version of the Radon-Nikodym derivative of µ ≪ , while µ ⊥ is the restriction of µ to the ν d -negligible set {x ∈ R d : δµ(x) = ∞}. We call δµ the density of the measure µ with respect to ν d . Let us consider a random closed set in R d with locally finite n-dimensional measure a.s., say Θ n , such that the expected measure E[µ Θn ] induced by Θ n defined by (1) is a Radon measure and let δE[µ Θn ] be its density. We refer to δE[µ Θn ] as the mean density of Θ n . (For a more detailed discussion about the density of deterministic and random closed sets, see [7] .) For any random closed set Θ n in R d with locally finite n-dimensional measure for some n < d a.s., while it is clear that µ Θn(ω) is a singular measure, it may well happen (e.g., when the process Θ n is stationary) that the expected measure E[ Remark 2 (The 0-dimensional and d-dimensional cases). If n = 0 and Θ 0 (ω) = {X(ω)} is a random point, then E[H 0 (Θ 0 ∩ ·)] = P(X ∈ ·). Therefore, Θ 0 is absolutely continuous in mean if and only if the law of X is absolutely continuous and λ Θ0 coincides with the probability density function of X.
On the other hand, E[µ Θ d ] is always absolutely continuous with respect to ν d and by a simple application of Fubini's theorem (in Ω × R d , with the product measure P × ν d ), we have that [21] (see also [15] )
We mention that a stronger definition of absolute continuity in mean of a random closed set has been given in [6] in terms of the expected measure of its boundary.
The aim of the present paper is to provide an approximation of the expected measure E[µ Θn ] under quite general regularity assumptions on the random closed set Θ n , which provides, as a by-product, an approximation of the mean density λ Θn when E[µ Θn ] is absolutely continuous with respect to ν d . To this end, the notion of Minkowski content of closed sets in R d plays here a fundamental role. Denoting by b k the volume of the unit ball in R k and by S ⊕r the closed r-neighborhood of S, that is,
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(known also as the Minkowski enlargement of S with the closed ball B r (0)), the n-
whenever the limit exists.
General results concerning the existence of the Minkowski content of closed subsets in R d are well known in the literature, related to rectifiability properties of the sets involved. Given an integer 0 ≤ n ≤ d, we say that a set C ⊂ R d is countably H n -rectifiable if there exist countably many Lipschitz maps f i :
Rectifiable sets include piecewise C 1 sets, and they still have nice properties from the measure-theoretic viewpoint (e.g., one can define an n-dimensional tangent space to them, in an approximate sense); we refer to [1] for the basic properties of this class of sets. We quote the following result from [1] , page 110. 
holds for some γ > 0 and some Radon measure η in R d absolutely continuous with respect to H n . Then
In particular, in Lemma 6, we shall prove a local version of the above theorem.
Approximation of mean densities
Throughout the paper, we consider countably H n -rectifiable random closed sets in R
By the aforementioned Besicovitch derivation theorem, a natural approximation at the scale r of λ Θn can be given by
It 
Noting that a point y belongs to B r (x) if and only if the point x belongs to the Minkowski enlargement y ⊕r of y, it follows that whenever Θ 0 is a random point in R d ,
In the particular case d = 1 with Θ 0 = X a random variable, we have that
if X is a random variable with absolutely continuous law and pdf f X , we have (see Remark 2) that λ X = f X , so that (3) leads to the usual histogram estimation of probability densities (see [20] , Section VII.13). We point out that even if a natural approximation of E[µ Θn ] can be given by the functions δ (r) E[µ Θn ] defined above, problems might arise in the estimation of E[µ Θn (B r (x))], as the computation of the Hausdorff measure H n (Θ n (ω) ∩ B r (x)) is typically non-trivial. As a matter of fact, a computer graphics representation of lower-dimensional sets in R 2 is anyway provided in terms of pixels, which can only offer a 2-D box approximation of points in R 2 (an interesting discussion on this is contained in [14] ). Therefore, we are led to consider a new approximation, based on the Lebesgue measure (much more robust and computable) of the Minkowski enlargement of the random set in question. This procedure is obviously consistent with (3). We now state the main theorem of this paper.
Given a random closed set Θ n with locally finite n-dimensional measure a.s. in
: Ω −→ R be the function defined as follows:
In particular, if Θ n is absolutely continuous in mean, we have
having denoted by L Θn the constant value of λ Θn .
Remark 5. In the statement of the above theorem, we introduced the auxiliary random variable Y in order to avoid the non-trivial issue of the measurability of Γ W ; as a matter of fact, in all examples, one can estimate 1/Γ W from above in a measurable way. Note also that if Θ n satisfies the assumption of the theorem for some closed W , then it satisfies the assumption for all closed W ′ ⊂ W ; analogously, any random closed set Θ ′ n contained almost surely in Θ n still satisfies the assumption of the theorem.
Finally, note that condition (6), when restricted to bounded open sets A, is "generically satisfied" in the following sense: given any family of bounded open sets {A t } t∈R with clos A s ⊆ A t for s < t (clos A denotes here the closure of the set A), the set
is at most countable. This is due to the fact that the sets {∂A t } t∈T are pairwise disjoint and all with strictly positive E[µ Θn ]-measure (in particular, the sets {t ∈ (−∞, m) :
Proof of the main result
Note that by a straightforward application of Fubini's theorem, the limit in (5) is equivalent to
which might be regarded as the local mean n-dimensional Minkowski content of Θ n . The problem hence reduces to finding conditions on Θ n which ensure that (9) holds. To this end, let us observe that if Θ n is such that almost every realization Θ n (ω) has n-dimensional Minkowski content equal to the n-dimensional Hausdorff measure, that is,
then it is clear that, taking the expected values on both sides, (9) is strictly related to the possibility of exchanging limit and expectation. We therefore ask whether (10) implies a similar result when we consider the intersection of Θ n⊕r (ω) with an open set A in R d , and for which kind of random closed sets the convergence above is dominated, so that exchanging limit and expectation is allowed.
The following result is a local version of Theorem 3.
Lemma 6. Let S be a compact subset of R d satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 3. Then, for any A ∈ B R d such that
the following holds:
Proof. If n = d, then equality (12) is easily verified. Thus, let n < d. We may note that by the definition of rectifiability, if C ⊂ R d is closed, then the compact set S ∩ C is still countably H n -rectifiable; besides, (2) holds for all points x ∈ S ∩ C (since it holds for any point x ∈ S). As a consequence, by Theorem 3, we may claim that for any closed subset C of R d , the following holds:
Let A be as in the assumption.
• Let ε > 0 be fixed. We may observe that the following holds:
where int A denotes the interior of the set A. Indeed, if x ∈ S ⊕r ∩ A, then there exists y ∈ S with |x − y| ≤ r and y ∈ clos A ⊕ε . If x / ∈ (S ∩ clos A) ⊕r , we must then have y ∈ S \ clos A, hence y ∈ S ∩ clos A ⊕ε \ clos A. By (13), since clos A and clos A ⊕ε \ int A are closed, we have
Thus,
by taking the limit as ε tends to 0, we obtain lim sup
• Now, let B be a closed set well contained in A, that is, the Hausdorff distance between A and B is greater than 0. There then existsr > 0 such that B ⊕r ⊂ A, ∀r <r. So,
Let us consider an increasing sequence of closed sets {B m } m∈N well contained in A such that B m ր int A. By taking the limit as m tends to ∞, we obtain that lim inf
= H n (S ∩ A).
We summarize:
and so the thesis follows.
If we consider the family of random variables
for r going to 0, we ask which conditions must be satisfied by a random set Θ n so that they are dominated by an integrable random variable. In this way, we could apply the dominated convergence theorem in order to exchange limit and expectation in (12) . 
holds for some γ > 0 and some probability measure η in R d . Then, for all r < 2,
Proof. Since K ⊕r is compact, it is possible to cover it with a finite number p of closed balls B 3r (x i ), with x i ∈ K ⊕r , such that
As a consequence, there exist y 1 , . . . , y p such that:
For r < 2, B r/2 (y i ) ∩ B r/2 (y j ) = ∅. Since, by hypothesis, η is a probability measure satisfying (16), we have that
η(B r/2 (y i )) (16) ≥ pγ r 2 n and so
In conclusion,
We are now ready to prove the main result of the paper.
Proof of Theorem 4. Let W be a compact window in R d and Γ W (Θ n ) the function defined in (4) . Let Y be as in the assumptions of the theorem and A be any Borel subset
Since E[Y ] < ∞, we have Y (ω) < ∞ for P-a.e. ω ∈ Ω. With no loss of generality, we shall assume that 1/Γ W (Θ n ) < Y a.s. Let us define
is countably H n -rectifiable and closed},
by hypothesis, P(
′ be fixed. Then:
, that is, a probability measure η ≪ H k exists such that
So, by applying Lemma 6 to Θ n ∩ W ⊕1 and noting that (
that is, we may claim that
Further, for all ω ∈ Ω ′ , Θ n (ω) ∩ W ⊕1 satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 7 and so
Let Z be the random variable defined as follows:
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By assumption, E[Z] < ∞, so that the dominated convergence theorem gives Equation (9), and hence the first statement of the theorem. The second statement is a direct consequence of the first, because if Θ n is absolutely continuous in mean, by Definition 1, we have that E[µ Θn ](∂A) = 0 if ν d (∂A) = 0 and
Finally, if Θ n is stationary, then P(x ∈ Θ n⊕r ) is independent of x and the expected measure
for any x 0 ∈ R d and so (8) follows directly by (7).
A classical criterion (see, e.g., [11] or [1] ) states that µ n weakly-* converge to µ if and only if µ n (A) → µ(A) for any bounded open set A with µ(∂A) = 0. Hence, for any random closed set Θ n with locally finite n-dimensional measure a.s. satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 4, it follows that the measures µ ⊕r defined by
weakly-* converge to the measure E[µ Θn ] as r ↓ 0. As a consequence, the associated density functions
can be taken to constitute a weak approximating family of the density δE[µ Θn ] of Θ n when the process is absolutely continuous in mean.
Remark 8 (Mean density as a pointwise limit).
It is tempting to try to exchange limit and integral in (7), to obtain
at least for ν d -a.e. x ∈ R d . The proof of the validity of this formula for absolutely continuous (in mean) processes seems to be quite a delicate problem, with the only exception being stationary processes; this is the main reason why the existing literature has extensively considered this case [3] ; we nonetheless wish to stress that global stationarity is only a sufficient condition for (18) to hold. Indeed, we already know that in the extreme cases n = d and n = 0, it is not hard to prove it.
In the case n = d, we know from Remark 2 that
e. x, and obviously P(x ∈ Θ d⊕r ) converges to P(x ∈ Θ d ) for all x.
In the case n = 0, let Θ 0 = {X}, with X an absolutely continuous random point in R d with pdf f X , and note that
Therefore, (18) with λ Θ0 = f X holds at any Lebesgue point of f X (i.e., a point x such that the mean values of y → |f X (y) − f X (x)| on B r (x) are infinitesimal as r ↓ 0) and hence for ν d -a.e. x ∈ R d . This is the main reason why the problem of local density estimation has already been solved [10, 22] .
We may note that
thus making explicit the connection to T Θn , the capacity functional characterizing the probability law of the random set Θ n [16] . Therefore, the family of functions δ ⊕r may suggest estimators of the mean density of Θ n in terms of the empirical capacity functional of Θ n .
For instance, even if the special case n = 0 can be handled with much more elementary tools, we may note how the well-known and well-studied case of a random point X in R d is consistent with our framework. It is immediate to check that X satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 4 (it is sufficient to choose η := H 0 (X(ω) ∩ ·)) and that, in the particular case d = 1 with X absolutely continuous r.v. with pdf f X , (18) becomes
which leads to the usual probability density estimation by histograms.
Applications
In many real applications, Θ n is given by a random collection of geometrical objects, so that it may be described as the union of a family of random closed sets
and a problem of interest is to determine or estimate the mean density λ Θn of Θ n . Such unions of random sets can be taken as models for the so-called particle processes, widely studied in stochastic geometry. We may note that Theorem 4 seems to require sufficient regularity of the E i 's, rather than specific assumptions about their probability law or the stochastic dependence among them. In the present section, we provide concrete examples and results in this direction, in order to clarify the wide range of applicability of our main theorem and to show how some known results in the current literature for stationary random closed sets follow from (8) .
For the sake of simplicity, we start by considering the case in which the union (19) of the E i is finite a.s. so that there exists a positive integer-valued random variable Φ such that
In the next example, we consider a class of random sets of this kind, which might be taken to model a class of birth-and-growth stochastic processes, relevant in real applications, as discussed in Example 2.
Example 1. A class of random sets satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 4 is given by all sets Θ n which are a random union of countably H n -rectifiable random closed sets in R d , as in (20), such that
. as E and independent of Φ; (iii) E[H n (E)] = C < ∞ and ∃γ > 0 such that for any ω ∈ Ω,
We can choose η(·) :=
H n (Θn(ω)) for any fixed ω ∈ Ω. As a consequence, η is a probability measure absolutely continuous with respect to H n and such that
In fact, if x ∈ Θ n (ω), then there exists anī such that x ∈ Eī(ω); since Θ n (ω) =
As a result, the function Γ(Θ n ) defined in (4) is such that Γ(Θ n ) ≥ γ/H n (Θ n ) =: 1/Y and so it remains to verify only that E[H n (Θ n )] < ∞:
Note that we have not made any particular assumption on the probability laws of Φ and E. Further, it is clear that the same proof holds, even in the case in which the E i 's are not i.i.d., provided that E[H n (E i )] ≤ C for all i and (21) is true for any E i (with γ independent of ω and i).
In the next example, we show how unions of time-dependent random closed sets may be used to model a class of time-dependent geometric processes as well; it also provides an example of an absolutely continuous in mean, but not stationary, random closed set.
Example 2 (Birth-and-growth process). Roughly speaking, a birth-and-growth process is a family {Θ t } t of random closed sets which develop in time, according to a given growth model, from points (nuclei, or germs) that are born at random both in space and time (for details, see [6] and references therein). These kinds of processes are described by dynamic germ-grain models (see, e.g., [9, 24] ), that is, once born, each germ generates a grain subject to surface growth with a speed G which is, in general, space-time dependent. The nucleation process {T n , X n } n∈N , where T n is the R + -valued random variable representing the time of birth of the nth nucleus and X n is the R d -valued random variable representing the spatial location of the nucleus born at time T n , is commonly modelled by a marked point process N . In particular, N is a random counting measure on R + × R d such that, for any fixed t ∈ R + , the random number N ([0, t] × R d ) of nuclei born up to time t is finite with probability 1.
For the sake of simplicity, we assume here that N is given by an inhomogeneous Poisson point process in R + × R d with intensity α(t, x) (i.e., E[N (d(t, x)] = α(t, x) dt dx) and that the growth occurs with a constant normal velocity G > 0 so that, for any fixed time t, Θ t is a finite union of random balls in R d :
Considering now the random closed set ∂Θ t , we observe that it is absolutely continuous in mean, but not stationary, for any t > 0. We may prove this (by contradiction) as follows.
Assume E[H d−1 (∂Θ t ∩ ·)] to be not absolutely continuous with respect to ν d ; there then exists some
As a consequence, we have
where
Denoting by A s := {y ∈ R d : (s, y) ∈ A} the section of A at time s and by A y := {s > 0 : (s, y) ∈ A} the section of A at y, we note that ν 1 (A y ) = 0 for all y because ν d (A) = 0 (it suffices to use spherical coordinates centered at y to obtain that the ν 1 -a.e. ball with radius s centered at y intersects A in an H d−1 -negligible set). Therefore, we may apply Fubini's theorem to get
But this is an absurd, since
Observing that Theorem 4 applies to ∂Θ t (see [25] , Chapter 4 for details), as a consequence of (7), we have
for any bounded Borel set A ⊂ R d with ν d (∂A) = 0, where λ ∂Θ t is also known as the mean surface density associated with the birth-and-growth process {Θ t } t . Mean volume and surface densities of birth-and-growth processes are of a great interest in applications (see [6] and references therein).
Coming back to consider the basic model described in Example 1, we now prove a result which relates the probability that a point x belongs to the set Θ n⊕r to the mean number of E i which intersect the ball B r (x), and which might therefore be useful in statistical applications. 
. as E and independent of Φ, then, for any x ∈ R d such that P(x ∈ E) = 0,
provided that at least one of the above limits exists.
Proof. The following chain of equalities holds:
the E i 's being i.i.d. and independent of Φ. Denoting by G the probability generating function of the random variable Φ and s(r) := P(x ∈ E ⊕r ), we get that
We now observe that
and recall that E[Φ] = G ′ (1) and 1 = G(1). By hypothesis, we know that s(r) ↓ 0 as r ↓ 0. Thus, by (23) and (24), we have that if s(r) = 0 for some r > 0, then P(x ∈ Θ n⊕R ) = E[#{E i : x ∈ E i⊕R }] = 0 for all ≤ R and so the assertion trivially follows, whereas if s(r) > 0 for all r > 0, we have
In conclusion, we obtain
Note that for any random closed set Θ n as in Proposition (9), by (22) , we infer that the probability that a point x belongs to the intersection of two or more enlarged sets E i is infinitesimally faster than r d−n . In fact, denoting by F r (x) this event and by χ A : Ω → {0, 1} the characteristic function of an event A, we have
so that, since (24) gives
by taking expectations on both sides and dividing by r d−n , we get P(F r (x))/r d−n → 0 as r ↓ 0.
Remark 10. Whenever Θ n is absolutely continuous in mean and it is possible to exchange limit and integral in (7), we can use the fact that A is arbitrary to obtain
, where λ Θn and λ E are the densities of E[µ Θn ] and E[µ E ], respectively. In particular, when E is stationary (which implies that Θ n is also stationary),
Note that, in general, Θ n (ω) may be unbounded because the E i (ω)'s are not compact (e.g., E i may be a random line) or the union in not finite. Random closed sets of this type are often taken to model real problems in applications so that in the literature, many geometric processes like these are investigated, as point-, line-, segment-or plane processes, random mosaics, grain processes, etcetera (see, e.g., [3, 24] ). In any case, it is commonly assumed in stochastic geometry that Θ n is locally finite (i.e., the number of E i hitting any compact subset of R d is finite a.s.); this is the reason why the compact window W ⊂ R d is introduced in Theorem 4. Indeed, denoting by Φ W the random number of E i 's hitting W and considering the restriction of Θ n to W , we may represent it as a finite union of random compact sets, almost surely, (and thus as in (20) ) in the following way
In the case of unbounded random sets, we consider the so-called Poisson line process, as a simple example of applicability of Theorem 4.
Example 3 (Poisson line process). Let Θ 1 be the random closed set of Hausdorff dimension 1 a.s. associated with a Poisson line process in the plane (see, e.g., [24] for details). Θ 1 is then a random collection of lines in R 2 such that the mean number of lines hitting any compact planar set is finite. Without any further requirement on Θ 1 (e.g., stationarity or isotropy), it is easy to see that the hypotheses of Theorem 4 are satisfied with
it follows that
and, denoting by Φ W the random number of lines hitting W ⊕1 ,
for a suitable constant C which depends on the dimension of the window W . Well known in the literature is the particular case in which Θ 1 is stationary and isotropic. In this case, Θ 1 can be described by a point process in the cylinder C * = {(cos α, sin α, p) : p ∈ R, α ∈ (0, π]} in R 3 , with intensity measure Λ(d(p, α)) = L · dp · dα 2π
for some constant L > 0. It is proved that the mean density λ Θ1 of Θ 1 is equal to L and that the number N r of lines of Θ 1 hitting the ball B r (0) is a Poisson random variable with mean 2rL (see [24] , pages 249-250). We may note that the same result for the mean density can also be obtained as an application of Theorem 4: by (8), we have that Let us observe that in the above example, in order to apply Theorem 4, for all ω ∈ Ω, we have chosen the normalized measure η as the restriction of the Hausdorff measure H 1 to Θ 1 (ω) ∩ W ⊕1 . Indeed, problems may arise in identifying a measure η needed for the application of the quoted theorem; in some cases, a proper choice of η can be made by referring to another suitable random set which contains the relevant random set Θ n . We further clarify this procedure by means of the following example, which suggests, in particular, a method to study more complex random sets, as briefly discussed at the end of the section. With respect to Theorem 4, the above is not a good choice for η, because, unless L is bounded from below, we may well have E[Y ] = ∞; in this case, a possible solution to the problem is to extend all the segments having length less than 2 (the extension can be done homothetically from the center of the segment, so that measurability of the process is preserved). In particular, for any ω ∈ Ω, let S i (ω) = S i (ω), if H 1 (S i (ω)) ≥ 2, S i (ω) extended to length 2, if H 1 (S i (ω)) < 2, and Θ 1 := i S i . In this way, Theorem 4 applies with Y := H 1 ( Θ 1 ∩ W ⊕1 ), by now choosing η as in (28) and replacing Θ 1 ∩ W ⊕1 with Θ 1 ∩ W ⊕1 (see [25] , Chapter 4 for details).
Remark 11. A well-studied segment process in the literature is the so-called stationary Poisson segment process in R d (see [3, 24] ). By proceeding as in the above example, the known result concerning the mean density of this kind of process can be reobtained by applying (8) in Theorem 4.
Example 4 provides a method of applicability of Theorem 4 to more complex random closed sets Θ n with Hausdorff dimension 1 ≤ n < d a.s. (see also [25] , Chapter 4 for an
